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Selected Articles: US-Israel’s Long-standing War
Plan Against Iran – Now Coming to Life?

By Global Research News
Global Research, October 20, 2017

Global Research is a small team that believes in the power of information and analysis to
bring about far-reaching societal change including a world without war. 

Truth in media is a powerful instrument. As long as we all keep probing, asking questions,
looking  through  the  disinformation  to  find  real  understanding,  then  we  are  in  a  better
position to participate in creating a better world in which truth and accountability trump
greed and corruption. 
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Stronger  together:  your  donations  are  crucial  to  independent,  comprehensive  news
reporting in the ongoing battle against media disinformation. (click image above to donate)
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Donald Trump’s Likudist Campaign Against Iran

By Gareth Porter, October 20, 2017

President  Donald  Trump’s  new Iran  policy  clearly  represents  a  dangerous  rejection  of
diplomacy in favor of confrontation. But it’s more than that: It’s a major shift toward a much
closer  alignment  of  U.S.  policy  with  that  of  the  Israeli  government  of  Prime  Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu.
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Trump and Netanyahu Walk in Lockstep on Iran

By Marjorie Cohn, October 20, 2017

The White House fact sheet outlining Trump’s new Iran policy accuses Iran of “unrelenting
hostility to Israel.” In his speech announcing his refusal to recertify Iran’s compliance with
the deal, Trump stated that Iran “remains the world’s leading state sponsor of terrorism,
and provides assistance to al Qaeda, the Taliban, Hezbollah, Hamas, and other terrorist
networks.”

Neocon Nikki Haley’s Anti-Iran Rage: Prelude to War?

By Stephen Lendman, October 20, 2017

Neocon Nikki Haley is Trump’s leading administration antagonist, notably on North Korea
and Iran. Her hostile early September address on the Islamic Republic before the hawkish
American Enterprise Institute preceded Trump’s decertification of the JCPOA nuclear deal –
an international treaty the president defied by his action.

Should US Policy Against Iran be Taken Seriously?

By Thierry Meyssan, October 20, 2017

It  is  always possible that President Trump could destroy the US-Iran agreement on an
impulse, and even – much more serious – pick a quarrel with the Revolutionary Guards, but
it is more probable that he will once again act up in order to soothe his Israëli and Saudi
allies. We have to keep in mind that Donald Trump is not a professional politician, but a real
estate promoter, and that he acts like one. He gained his professional success by spreading
panic with his outrageous statements and observing the reactions he had created amongst
his competitors and his partners.

Saudi Arabia Finances Most of Israel’s Weapons Build-Up Against Iran

By Richard Silverstein, May 26, 2015

Saudi  Arabia  isn’t  just  coordinating  its  own  intelligence  efforts  with  Israel.   It’s  actually
financing a good deal of Israel’s very expensive campaign against Iran.  As you know, this
has involved massive sabotage against IRG missile bases, the assassination of five nuclear
scientists, the creation of a series of computer cyberweapons like Stuxnet and Flame.  It
may also conceivably involve an entire class of electronic and conventional weapons that
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could be used in a full-scale attack on Iran.

CIA Director: Iran Deal Good for America

By Washington’s Blog, April 09, 2015

Experts say that Iran poses very little threat to the West or Israel . Top American and Israeli
military  and  intelligence  officials  say  that  –  even  if  Iran  did  build  a  nuclear  bomb  –  it
would not  be that dangerous,  because Israel  and America have so many more nukes.
And see this
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